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The rotary energy recovery device (RERD) is an essential component in seawater
desalination for decreasing the energy consumption of reverse osmosis plants. To
research the complex flow fields and mixing motion in ducts of a rotary energy
recovery device, a 3D numerical simulation was studied in this work. Three-
dimensional vortex structures were visualized and identified based on the Q
criterion. The effects of the operating condition and the structure parameter on
the flow fields and the mixing motion had been discussed. Simulation results
indicated that the interaction between vortices in the mixing zone and vortices in
the duct entrance led to a high level of turbulence intensity and mixing degree. The
mixing process could be controlled by the operating condition and the structure
parameter. This paper provides a new approach to researching structural and
operating factors on the mixing process of the rotary energy recovery device.
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Introduction

Water resource scarcity is a rapidly growing concern around the world due to the high-
speed development of society. Desalination is a major technology that is widely employed
worldwide to produce fresh water from saltwater to meet the freshwater demand for human
consumption. Reverse Osmosis (RO) membrane technology is the leading water
purification technology to filter out salts, microorganisms and minerals from saltwater
(Chen et al., 2016; Sousa et al., 2014). Although the RO technology requires considerably
less energy to operate than the distillation technology, the energy consumption of it can
represent 50–70% of total operating costs (Busch and Mickols, 2004; Elimelech and Phillip,
2011) to overcome the natural osmosis process, making the desalinated water too costly for
the average consumer. Therefore, the energy recovery device (ERD), the core equipment of
the RO system, is proposed to reduce electricity consumption. The rotary-type ERDs
(RERDs) and the piston-type ERDs are the two main types of isobaric ERDs, which working
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principles were based on positive displacement (Andrews and
Laker, 2001). The seawater with low pressure and the brine with
high pressure would come into direct contact in the duct of an
isobaric ERD, and then the isobaric ERD recovers the hydraulic
energy from the brine directly into the feed seawater. Due to the
highest recovery efficiency, isobaric ERDs have replaced
centrifugal-type ERDs such as Francis Turbine in most RO
plants nowadays (Wang et al., 2022). Figure 1 shows the
schematic representation of RERDs. The RERD works by using
a rotor with a series of ducts. With the rotor rotates, the high
pressure brine stream travels through the duct and transfers its
pressure energy to the low pressure seawater stream. In the
meantime, the seawater stream with high pressure will be
pushed out. The energy transfer process will be repeated as the
rotor continues to rotate, and the RERD performed the energy
recovery process with high efficiency. It should be pointed out that
there is no physical piston in the ducts of RERDs, leading the two
streams would contact directly in ducts, as shown in Figure 1.
Therefore, compared with that of piston-type ERDs, RERDs could
complete the energy recovery process at a low level of vibration and
noise (Stover, 2007). But, the absence of the physical piston would
cause the salinity from the brine to transfer back to the seawater in
the energy recovery process, finally degrading the ERD
performance (Bross and Kochanowski, 2007).

To reduce the mixing degree of the RERD, the “over-flush”
operation is suggested (Schneider, 2005; Stover et al., 2009). Under
this operation, the flow rate of the low-pressure seawater stream is
controlled to be larger than that of the high-pressure brine stream.
Hence, the mixing zone, the flow zone with high-salinity fluids around
the interface of the two streams, would be pushed out of the duct. But,
the seawater stream needs a pretreatment, the chemical cleaning
process, which will increase the operational costs. So that, the
“over-flush” operation is not the best method to reduce the mixing
degree of the RERD (Goto et al., 2017).

Adjusting these parameters, such as the duct length, the rotation
speed and the inlet flow rate, is a good way to control the mixing
degree of the RERD at a lower level. The effects of these parameters on
the flow fields andmixing motion have been the focus of a great deal of
research in recent years. Zhou, Ding, Ju and Chang (Zhou et al., 2009)
performed computational work to research the mixing formation and
motion in RERDs. Their results showed that the pressure difference
had an unobvious effect mixing degree of a RERD, but the duct length,
the rotation speed and the inlet flow rate had a significant effect on it.

Xu, Wang, Wu, Xu, Wang and Wang (Xu et al., 2014) defined a
parameter of inflow length to characterize the mixing degree of a
RERD. Their simulation results showed that the inflow length was
proportional to the inlet flow rate, but it was inversely proportional to
the rotation speed. Liu, Zhou and Bi (Liu et al., 2012) conducted
numerical simulations to research the liquid piston (mixing zone),
which can successfully prevent these two streams from overmixing.
They also found that the formation and movement of the liquid piston
can be controlled by the inlet flow rate and the rotation speed. Wu, Jin,
Wang and Tandon (Wu et al., 2017) examined the effect of the inlet
flow rate on the RERD efficiency with theoretical analysis and
experiments. They found that there was an optimal value of the
inflow rate for the RERD achieving maximum efficiency under
given operating conditions in an established RO system.

However, few studies have been done on the mixing transfer
process in ducts of RERDs. In our previous study, we performed
visualization experiments (Liu et al., 2018) and simulations to
research the flow distributions in ducts. The experimental
results presented that a high turbulence intensity caused by the
vortex formation and generation would be observed in ducts. From
the numerical results, the vortex formation and generation would
also influence the mixing transfer process (Liu et al., 2019). The
swirling flow and the vortex were observed in the mixing zone,
causing a high turbulence intensity in the ducts. An extensive
investigation is required to determine how the mixing process and
flow pattern are impacted by the operating state and the structure
parameter. In this study, flow characteristics and the mixing
motion in RERDs were investigated by numerical methods.
These findings are expected to provide a valuable guideline for
the design and operation of an efficient RERD.

FIGURE 1
Schematic representation of RERD.

FIGURE 2
Geometric model.
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Numerical methods

Figure 2 presents the geometry model for CFD simulation. The
RERD consisted of two endcovers and twelve ducts. In the working
process, the two endcovers were stationary, but one is for the brine
stream, and the other is for the seawater stream. The ducts were rotary
for energy transfer and recovery process, and the inner diameter of the
duct was 30 mm × 30 mm in width. The reference parameters of
the duct length, the inflow rate and the rotational speed were
L0 = 265 mm, Q0 = 3.6 m3 h−1 and n0 = 120 r·min−1, respectively.
Those parameters were identical to our experimental apparatus
(Liu et al., 2018).

The species transport equation is given to calculate the mixing
process in turbulent flows:

z

zt
ρYi( ) + ∇ · ρ �uYi( ) � −∇ · Ji→ (1)

where Yi denotes the mass fraction and Ji
→

denotes the diffusion flux.
The Ji

→
is described as follows:

Ji
→ � − μt

Sct
+ ρDi,m( ) (2)

where Di,m denotes the mass diffusion coefficient for species i in the
mixture, Sct denotes the turbulent Schmidt number, and μt denotes the
turbulent viscosity.

Numerical grids were generated using the ICEM CFD v16.0. A
Uniform structured hexahedral mesh was employed to reduce the grid
number and improve the computation accuracy and convergence. The
grid independence test had been performed and a total cell count of
4.1×106 was chosen for this simulation (Liu and Zheng, 2020).

The commercial software Ansys Fluent 16.0 was chosen in this
work for the unsteady and incompressible calculation. Meanwhile,
the heat transfer was ignored because of the slight discrepancy in
temperature between the two streams. In order to capture the
strong unsteadiness to reveal the mechanism of the mixing motion
and flow fields in ducts during the working process of RERDs, the
Realizable k-ε (RKE) turbulence was used in this study, which had
been confirmed by PIV experiments that it could give a more
accurate result compared with standard k-ε and RNG k-ε
turbulence models (Liu et al., 2019). The pressure-based solver
and the second-order upwind scheme were selected for the
calculation method. The simulation time step was 1 × 10–3 s and
the convergence criteria was 1 × 10–4.1×105 total number of time
steps was chosen in this simulation, corresponding to
20 revolutions of ducts.

Boundary conditions of the models are important for numerical
computation. The velocity inlet boundary condition was employed for
the endcover inlet and the pressure-out boundary condition was
employed for the endcover outlet. The HP outlet boundary
pressure was set at 6.0 MPa and the LP outlet boundary pressure
was set at 0.2 MPa. Other walls of ducts and endcovers were set as non-
zero velocity boundary conditions. The 3.5 wt% NaCl and 1.8 wt%
NaCl was used to simulate the brine stream and the seawater stream in
calculations. The sliding mesh method of Fluent was used to simulate
the duct rotation. The duct was set as the rotational part with a given
rotational speed and direction. The contact surfaces between the
rotational duct and the stationary endcover were set as an interface
condition for calculation data transmission.

Results and discussion

Results of structure parameters effect

The most important structural factor affecting RERD performance
was the duct length (Zhou et al., 2009; Xu et al., 2014). To research the
influence of duct length, L, on the fluid mixing process and the
evolution process of the vortex, four cases of duct length were
designed in this study, which were 0.9L0, 1.0L0, 1.1L0 and 1.2L0 as
listed in Table 1.

The volumetric mixing rate Mx was introduced in this study to
characterize the mixing degree between the brine and seawater, which
was computed by Mx = (CHP-out–CLP-in)/(CHP-in–CLP-in), where CHP-

out, CLP-in, and CHP-in were the salinity concentration in the HP outlet,
LP inlet, and the HP inlet, respectively. The effect of the dimensionless
duct length L/L0 on the volumetric mixing rate Mx is shown in
Figure 3. It can be seen that the volume mixing degree of the
RERD shows a monotonic decreasing trend with the increase of

TABLE 1 The lengths of ducts in the simulations.

Case 1 Case 2 Case 3 Case 4

Duct length L/mm 238.5 265 291.5 318

Dimensionless length L/L0 0.9 1.0 1.1 1.2

FIGURE 3
Variation of volumetric mixing rate with dimensionless duct length.

FIGURE 4
Twelve specific duct positions in an energy recovery process.
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the duct length. It should be pointed out that, the volume mixing
degree decreased obviously as the duct length increased from
0.9L0–1.1L0. With the duct length further increased to 1.2L0, the
volume mixing degree was still decreased, but the decreasing trend

became slower. In order to make a profound study of the duct length
effect on the mixing process, it was necessary to conduct a detailed
study of the flow field in the duct.

FIGURE 5
Q criterion iso-surface (Q = 0.03) colored by salinity magnitude at different values of duct length.

FIGURE 6
Mean salinity distribution at different values of duct length.

FIGURE 7
Variation of volumetric mixing rate with inflow rate.
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In order to research the mixing motion and flow fields in ducts at
different work stages in one working cycle, 12 phases of one duct at
twelve specific positions were chosen as shown in Figure 4. As the
pipes rotate, each duct would experience the seawater supercharging
stage (phases 2# to 6#), the sealed stage (phases 1# and 7#) and the
brine discharging stage (phase 8# to 12#). To reveal complex flow
structures in the duct, the Q criterion (Alfonsi and Primavera, 2008;
Zhang et al., 2018) was introduced to describe the flow field and
identified the vortex structures.

Figure 5 shows the vortex structure distribution in flow fields
revealed by theQ criterion (Q = 0.03) at four specific duct positions.
To research the mixing motion, vortex structures were colored by
salinity magnitude. In all cases, the entire vortex evolution process
could be observed in ducts as shown in Figure 5. At the duct
entrance (left), the vortex formation, expansion and detachment
could be found in phase 3#, phase 5# and phase 7#, respectively.
Meanwhile, the vortex diminishment could be found at the duct
exit (right). According to the findings of our earlier research, the

TABLE 2 Five cases of the inflow rate in the simulations.

Variable Case 1 Case 2 Case 3 Case 4 Case 5

Inflow rate Qin/m
3·h−1 2.8 3.2 3.6 4.0 4.4

FIGURE 8
Q criterion iso-surface (Q = 0.03) colored by salinity magnitude at different values of inflow rate.
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relative rotation of the endcover and the duct lead to vortex
generation (Liu et al., 2018). Meanwhile, all cases had similar
vortex structures in the duct. But in the case of L = 0.9L0, the
vortex in the left side duct contacted with the vortex in the right
side duct in phase 3# and phase 7#, which would lead to a
significant increase in the turbulence intensity of the fluid in
this region, where was the interface between the seawater and
brine streams, finally increasing the mixing degree. As the duct
length increases, this contact between those vortices weakened
gradually. From the aforementioned findings, increasing the
duct length had little effect on the vortex structure, but it could
weaken the interaction between vortices and effectively reduce the

mixing effect. To better discuss the mixing degree in the duct, the
mean salinity distribution was provided in.

Figure 6 In the cases of 0.9L0, an obvious salinity increase in the
mixing zone and the seawater zone could be found in this figure,
showing the salinity transferred from the brine stream caused by the
vortex evolution and the high-level turbulence intensity. From the
above results, increasing the duct length was an effective method to
reduce the mixing degree and improve the RERD performance.

Results of operating factors effect

The inflow rate and the rotation speed were two important
operating factors affecting RERD performance (Yin et al., 2018; Xu
et al., 2020; Lou et al., 2022). To research the influence of the inflow
rate, Qin, on the fluid mixing process and the evolution process of the
vortex, five cases of inflow rate were designed in this study listed in
Table 2. Parameter of the duct length and the rotational speed was
fixed at L0 = 265 mm and n0 = 120 r min−1 in those cases.

Figure 7 presents the effect of the inflow rateQin on the volumetric
mixing rate Mx. As shown in Figure 7, the volumetric mixing rate
decreased as the inflow rate increased initially and increased afterward.
This result showed that the inflow rate value of 3.6 m3 h−1 was the
critical value of RERD performance in this simulation. However, in
other works (Liu et al., 2012; Xu et al., 2014), researchers found that
the volumetric mixing rate had just increased with the inflow rate.
Thus, the flow structures and mixing process in ducts should be
researched to explain the discrepancy.

Figure 8 shows the vortex structure distribution in flow fields
revealed by the Q criterion and colored by salinity magnitude at
four specific duct positions. In phase 1# (sealed stage), with the
increase of inflow rate, the vortex structure at the left side duct
diminished gradually, and the location of the vortex in the mixing
zone was pushed forward by the inflow stream in the brine
supercharging stage. In phase 3# (seawater supercharging stage),
the vortex structure at the left side duct was pushed forward by the
inflow stream, getting close to the vortex in the mixing zone, finally
causing high turbulence intensity and mass transfer in this region.
In phase 5#, all cases had similar vortex structures at the left side
duct showing the inflow rate had little effect on the vortex
formation in this region. In phase 7#, the vortex in the mixing
zone formed and its location was pushed forward by the inflow
stream, having a similar flow structure to that in phase 1#. Mean
salinity distribution in ducts at different inflow rates can be found
in Figure 9, showing a slight increase in duct entrance and exit with
the inflow rate increasing. From the above results, it can be inferred
that the inflow rate had little effect on the vortex formation in the
duct entrance (the left side duct in the seawater supercharging
stage) and in the mixing zone, but had a significant impact on the
vortex location in the mixing zone and the vortex diminishment in
the duct exit (the right side duct in seawater supercharging stage).
Damping the interaction between the vortex in the duct entrance

FIGURE 9
Mean salinity distribution at different values of inflow rate.

FIGURE 10
The relationship between the volumetric mixing rate and the
rotation speed.

TABLE 3 Five cases of the rotation speed in the simulations.

Variable Case 1 Case 2 Case 3 Case 4 Case 5

Rotation speed nr/r·min−1 60 120 180 240 300
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and the vortex in the mixing zone may be an effective method to
reduce the mixing degree in ducts.

To research the influence of the rotation speed, nr, on the fluid
mixing process and the evolution process of the vortex, five cases of
rotation speed were designed in this study listed in Table 3.

Figure 10 the relationship between the volumetric mixing rate Mx

and the rotation speed nr. As depicted in Figure 10, the mixing degree
increased with the rotational speed of the ducts. When the rotational
speed increased from 60 r min−1 to 120 r min−1, the volumetric mixing
rate had just increased by 0.17%. However, the mixing degree
substantially increased when the rotational speed increased from
120 r·min−1 to 180 r·min−1. But in the cases of 180, 240 and
300 r min−1, the growth trend of the volumetric mixing rate was
gradually slowing down with the rotational speed increase.

Figure 11 shows the vortex structure distribution in flow fields
revealed by the Q criterion and colored by salinity magnitude at four

specific duct positions. In the case of nr = 60 r ·min−1, a small-scale
vortex structure with low turbulence intensity can be found in all
phases. With the increase of rotation speed, vortices enlarged causing
high turbulence intensity and mass transfer in ducts. Compared to the
flow fields in Figure 8, the rotation speed as an operating factor could
also affect the vortex formation in the duct entrance. In phases 1# and
3#, the vortex structure at the left side duct enlarged gradually with the
increase of rotation speed. However, in phases 5# and 7#, flow fields in
cases of 180, 240 and 300 r min−1 showed similar flow structures,
which were large-scale vortex structures both in the duct entrance and
mixing zone. In those cases, vortices in the mixing zone interacted
with that in the duct entrance and exit, finally causing a high mixing
degree in Figure 10. Figure 12 shows mean salinity distribution in
ducts at a different rotation speed. With the increase in rotation speed,
an obvious salinity increase in the seawater zone could be found in this
figure. From the above results, lowering the rotational speed was an

FIGURE 11
Q criterion iso-surface (Q = 0.03) colored by salinity magnitude at different values of rotation speed.
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effective method to reduce the mixing degree and improve the RERD
performance.

Conclusion

In this study, the rotation speed, the inflow rate and the duct
length were chosen to research how operating conditions and
structure parameters affect the mixing motion and flow fields in
ducts of RERDs by simulations. Simulation results presented that
the rotation speed and the inflow rate as core operating conditions
had a significant effect on the flow pattern and mixing motion in
ducts. As the rotor speed increases, the mixing degree increased
obviously. The mixing degree was not proportional to the inflow
rate. There was an optimal parameter of inflow rate to achieve the
lowest mixing degree when all other parameters stayed unchanged.
The duct length as structure parameters was inversely proportional
to the mixing degree. Decreasing the rotation speed or increasing
the duct length was an effective method to reduce the mixing degree
and improve the RERD performance. These findings may provide a
valuable guideline for the operation of an efficient RERD.
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